
Test Types Cost Time Subtests Included

Reading Screening $120 2 hours of testing and a 20 min consultation
Word Attack                                              
Spelling of Sounds                                       
Oral Reading

Reading Comprehension $120 2 hours of testing and a 20 min consultation
Reading Recall                                     
Reading Vocabulary                            Oral 
Reading

Extended $120 2 hours of testing and a 20 min consultation 
Reading Recall - reading                               
Editing - writing                                     
Number Matrices - math

PLUS $140 2.5 hours of testing and a 30 min consultation

Science                                                      
Social Studies                                           
Humanities                                                  
Reading Recall - reading                                   
Reading Vocabulary - reading                                     
Editing - writing                                              
Number Matrices - math

Reading Assessment $200 3 hours of testing and a 30 min consultation 8-10 extra reading/spelling subtests

Do you need additional information about your child's academic achievement? Consider one of our ADD-ON testing options:

This option assesses root skills necessary for reading success: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, and accuracy.  This is an ideal choice for 2nd graders and older 
who are struggling with decoding, spelling and/or fluency.

 This is a comprehensive evaluation for students struggling to read. Test consultants choose 8-10 subtests from 15-16 available subtests, depending on where your 
child is struggling in reading.  Your child will be assessed in the areas of reading outlined by the National Reading Panel:  phonemic awareness, decoding/phonics, 
language/vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension.  This is an ideal choice for 4th graders and older who are struggling with basic reading and comprehension.

The Extended and PLUS options are recommended for 5th graders and older.  Choosing either of these options is not recommended more than every 2 or 3 years.  
These package options include higher-order thinking and application of academic skills.  The PLUS package also includes a brief overview of Science, Social Studies, 
and Humanities knowledge.

This option assesses the skills necessary for comprehending what you read: fluency, vocabulary knowledge, and remembering what you read. This is an ideal choice 
for 4th graders and older who can decode but struggle with comprehension.


